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COVID-19 PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS



NEW OUTDOOR OPEN AIR STUDIO
A new tropical themed open air shooting bay at our studio in Chicago’s 
West Town neighborhood provides a safer shooting environment than 
traditional indoor studios during the Covid-19 pandemic. Equipped with a 
large array of on site lighting equipment, computer displays, live streaming 
devices, microphones, speakers, & Covid safety precautions. 

Ideal for small to medium sized productions. Studio can be accessed directly from alley. 
Fiber internet for remote shoots with advanced live streaming capabilities to agencies 
around the world. Ample street parking & large sun shades for additional light control.
Connected indoor studio & client lounge on separate levels for more sophisticated 
shoots or total separation of cast & crew.



IN-HOUSE SET DESIGN

A new collection of power tools & set walls allows us to bring creative concepts 
to reality in a more cost effective & timely manner.

A small team of in house carpenters & stylists can create full room sets on 
the outdoor or indoor shooting bays. Rooms can be generic or totally 
customized surreal environments. Combining our set builds with additional 
new CGI techniques introduces even more possibilities for next level imagery 
in commercial campaigns.



INDOOR STUDIO & CLIENT LOUNGE

Two 1200 square foot units connected to the outdoor studio provide an indoor 
shooting bay with client lounge on a separate floor. Multiple private entrances
to each unit and a complex web of AV gear create seamless communication 
between spaces.

Central AC with movable HEPA air purifiers, fans, & Ozone airflow disinfection 
devices to ensure safety between projects.

Collection of antiques & midcentury furniture also usable as props for sets.



ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION FACILITY

Production partner with a new 4,000 sq ft event space in Chicago’s Pilsen 
neighborhood. Features open layout and modern industrial furnishings.
Multiple bathrooms, full parking lot, and outdoor lounge area. Ideal for 
medium to larger scale projects with more client & agency on set or more 
complicated set builds. Adequate space for social distancing even amongst
larger groups. 



CGI & POST PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES
A new CGI & post production team allows us to take our already heavily 
manipulated and colorized imagery to new levels. Environments can be 
created in CG from scratch and fully customizable while subjects are shot 
on backdrops at indoor or outdoor shooting bays. Talent can also be shot 
individually on white backdrops and placed into group scenes digitally for 
extra safety precautions. New expedited methods are also available for 
compositing subjects shot in studio with realistic stock image backgrounds.

**Preview of a new campaign for CDK software company.   Email info@rossfeighery.com for additional CGI & digitally manipulated samples.

mailto:info@rossfeighery.com


ADVANCED LIVE STREAMING
Our freshly developed custom live streaming software lets clients tune into productions 
remotely over an interactive web platform with more features than Zoom. Clients can 
view multiple behind the scenes camera angles, have private chatrooms, automatic FTP 
uploads, and Youtube Live mirror streams. Creative teams can now oversee and direct 
all aspects of production from the safety of their own homes or offices.  Sign up to tune 
into our next live stream demo shoot at rossfeighery.com/remote-production-demos/

http://www.rossfeighery.com/remote-production-demos/


GREEN SCREEN & VFX TECHNIQUES
New green screen & VFX technology allows us to capture talent in outdoor or 
indoor shooting bays then place them into various environments from stock 
video footage or moving video background plates that we capture on our own.



RV PRODUCTION VEHICLE PARTNER

Another partner of ours has a warehouse stocked with high end production RVs & 
utility vehicles. RVs can be used for additional client / agency private space at our 
outdoor studio or brought on locations for a totally private agency office. RVs can 
also be outfitted with technology packages to closely monitor or direct shoots from 
afar. Extra Covid sanitization methods are done on all vehicles before shoots.



REMOTE STYLING
In depth consultations for styling options can be done over video chat with talent & 
agency before shoot dates to expedite decisions. Stylist can be on set with extra PPE 
gear or viewing remotely on the live stream from multiple camera angles to help
talent style themselves. Comprehensive online sourcing & mood boards ensure sufficient 
options will be provided for all talent. 



COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS
Open air outdoor shooting bay, client lounge in separate unit, crew temperature checks, 
multiple fans & HEPA air purifiers throughout facility. Surplus stock of hand sanitizer, 
gloves, & individually packaged KN95 masks. Extra Covid coordinator / healthcare 
specialist on set for larger productions. Ozone machine for total airflow disinfection 
between projects. Remote casting from existing connections with Chicago talent 
agencies. Additional precautions & Covid test requirements for main talent before 
shoots. High quality live streams for clients & creatives working remotely off site.



CASE STUDIES
A small selection of past projects & how they’ve changed or can be adapted for the new COVID-19 production landscape.
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AMERICAN CHARACTERS
Dramatic editorial style documentary portraits captured on road trips across the US. 
Many of these images were impromptu shoots done alone by Ross Feighery. His travel 
lighting kits are optimized to achieve high level imagery on location in short amounts 
of time. Images in this style can be captured with a minimal crew & live streamed to 
agency or client from remote locations with high speed portable hot spots.
View the full project at rossfeighery.com/album/american-characters/

http://rossfeighery.com/album/american-characters/


OPTIVER
A Covid-19 production shot in early August 2020 for Optiver, a Chicago based trading 
firm. We used a small crew at Optiver’s office to capture 6 portrait subjects within a few 
hours. Talent provided their own wardrobe & grooming. Everyone on set was Covid rapid 
tested 48 hours before shoot. Additional health surveys, temperature checks, equipment 
sanitization and safety precautions were conducted. Agency & client were off site while 
creative director watched the shoot live from Singapore. He was able to easily direct 
and communicate with photographer on a closed circircuit headset with no latency and 
approve images as the day went on.



COCO & MOON
A test shoot with a full set build at the new outdoor studio in August of 2020.
Covid precautions were taken by all crew & a live stream test was conducted
with a team of creative directors in New York providing art direction remotely.



CDK CGI
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A combined CGI & photography project shot in February 2020 just before the Covid-19 
pandemic halted productions. Although this project was pre-Covid, this method of 
shooting is very social distant friendly. We remotely cast twelve talent & digitally 
blended group shots from images of people photographed by themselves.  Working 
with CG gave us complete control over all props & furniture after the shoot.  Rough 
renderings were created beforehand to preview environments on set. 15 unique ads 
were created over 3 shoot days in addition to a large library of portraits of each subject. 
The creative brief for this campaign called for surreal minimal colorized environments 
but more realistic CG scenes can also be built to taste.

Email us for more samples with our new CG partners.

mailto:info%40rossfeighery.com?subject=CGI%20Samples


SPACE QUEEN
A new music video for Chicago singer Shi la Rosa. Featuring a UFO abduction, 
alien disco dance party & El Camino kidnap scene. Ross Feighery worked with 
a skeletal crew & minimal budget but utilized new camera & editing technology 
to make this indie music video look like a proper commercial production.

Watch Space Queen in full @ www.rossfeighery.com/motion/  

http://www.rossfeighery.com/motion/


CAPITAL ONE
A print campaign for DDB shot in the fall of 2015. All talent was captured separately 
and composited into final images. Clients were removed from the set in production 
RVs because of size & safety limitations at our locations. This campaign could easily be 
adapted for COVID and be done with a smaller crew, staggered talent 
call times, & streamed remotely to creative teams.
 

View the full campaign @ www.rossfeighery.com/capital-one-spark/

http://www.rossfeighery.com/capital-one-spark/


TRUSTED CHOICE INSURANCE
A large scale print production with six different room sets and custom built props 
combined with digital manipulation techniques. Shot back in 2014 with agency MARC 
USA. Imagery like this could still be safely be created at our outdoor shooting bay with 
in house set design team or at our larger production facility with extra safety measures. 
New age post production & CGI tools also now allow us create work like this in a more 
cost effective manner.  

Behind the Scenes Video + Full Campaign
 www.rossfeighery.com/captured-agents/

http://www.rossfeighery.com/captured-agents/


EXPAREL
A bright healthcare campaign shot with agency Abelson Taylor.  We created a full 
hospital set on a sound stage with different configurations, moveable windows & wall 
panels. Stock imagery & retouching techniques were used to bring the hospital to life 
and make it appear sun drenched.  Hospital or healthcare sets can now also be easily 
built on the outdoor shooting bay or at our extra production facility. This project also 
had a large creative & account team from the agency on site. A Covid friendly version 
of this type of production can be modified with advanced live streaming to clients own 
homes or offices.

View the full campaign @ www.rossfeighery.com/exparel/

http://www.rossfeighery.com/exparel/


JERR-DAN TRUCKS
A print campaign captured remotely for tow truck manufacturer Jerr-Dan with Chicago 
agency Plan B. These high level images were created with a small crew of only 4 people 
on location in Hagerstown, Maryland. No permits were required since we shot on private 
property. Agency art director & account exec helped act as background actors for a cost 
effective way to avoid high talent usage fees. 



Temptations Cat Treats “Work it Kitty” Campaign
More @ www.rossfeighery.com/work-it-kitty/

ANIMAL PORTRAITS
A small collection of animal portraits captured over the past few
years for friends & commercial clients.

Blue Cross Blue Shield “Coverage Cat” Campaign

http://www.rossfeighery.com/work-it-kitty/


STUDIO PORTRAITS
Although we specialize in environmental portaits & conceptual work, we’ve also shot 
a large variety of studio portraits over the years. Here’s a small sampling of some 
favorites. Existing connections with local Chicago talent agencies make remote casting 
easy for all types of personalities in productions large or small.



FULL PORTFOLIO @ ROSSFEIGHERY.COM     I     INFO@ROSSFEIGHERY.COM      I      312.504.5594

© 2020 Ross Feighery Photography, Inc.

* This document is intended for internal agency creative teams & client review. * 
We respectfully request that it is not shared vwith other photographers, directors, or their representatives.

As of September 2020 this document is still being updated and revised with more samples & Covid case studies. 
Please contact us in the future for a current verison if any potential projects develop.

http://www.rossfeighery.com

